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The world, and East Asia in particular, is undergoing a profound transition of power and ideas. For the
last 2OO years, the world was largely shaped by the west More specifically, post-WVtlll East Asia was an
American creation. The US is still dominant But tfiere is a consensus across ttre regbn tfrat white the
US presence is still a necessary - indeed irreplaceable - condition for tfie stability tfiat this complex and
diverse region needs for continued growth, it is no longer a sufficient factor and needs to be suppl+
mented by some new architecture. The search for ttris new architecture is the core strategic issue of our
tirnes and will preoccupy all East Asian countries for decades. China's re-etnergence had catalysed t*re
changes, and China must obviously play a mqior role in any new architecture. Yet China's attitude towards
{fie existing order is ambiguous; not surprising since it is an order that both led to what the Chinase cal 'a
hundred tears of humiliation' but also over the last three decades, facilitated its reemergence as a major
gower. US4hina relations will be e major determinant of t*re region's future; Sino-Japanese relations are a
serious complication, as are tensions in Japanese-ROK relations. To-date, tfie most promising experiments
in a new regional architecture have been led by ASEAN which has providd a relatively neutral platform
for sensiUve major power relations. But ASEAN's ability to conUnue to play ttis role is not to be taken for
granted.
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The Discourse of Bhinneka Tunggal lka (Unity in Diver-
.sity) Gontained In Batik in Order to Build Harmony and
Gonformity in the Gultural Life Space for Indonesian
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':ffrinneka Tunggal lka" as a discourse is a shared space for consciousness in living together as a nation
.h the same country in order to bring into reality the "diversity in unity' in knowledge and social practice-
'Thb discourse expresses the idea going to be brought into realityr, both politically and culturally. in the de-
.ldopment process of the nation and country, namely: being Indonesian- Batik art is familiarly regarded as
'qe of the Javanese culfural products. Howeve4 batik in its development has been a sufficiently important'pt of lndonesian national culture which Indonesian people can be proud of with various types of mani-
'ftstation owned by each of the regions which produce it lt implies Urat batik ara can be comprehended as
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a reflecgon of the insight of "Bhinneka Tunggal lka- in the efforts of building a solid collective bond and
a cultural unity of thJpeople. "Bhinneka Tunggal lka" as a discourse expressed
aid as the manifestation of intersection of diversigr by mutually giving recognition
-ther people to build the harmony and conformity of the cultural life space of

Indonesian people in a unitY'
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becoming a official to Pass
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have both civil official posts in Mongolia and Koryo.

have passed the state exam of the Mongol. but was aP
or performance low the exam. He was appointed-t9 the 
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siice, in Tatu(Be'1iing, Ghina current) Lee Goklif*l acted

as official in the Mongol mainly. He was a offcial of ttre Monsol yet Koryo People has also come to the en-

wovs of t*re Monool t"ko."o from time to time. And he was also appointed to the local orgalization of ttxvoys of the Mongol to Koryo to time. And he was also appointed to the local organization of the
rore erchanoes Chlnese otiiiials such as Su TianjuelffiXF] at theMongol installedlnto Koryo- He made more exchanqes.Chlnese

fi;'til;'ii,;ft;L il ii p""-siut" to know tfie fact throush his book Gajuns'zipltlFill.
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Abstract

Bhinnekn Tunggal lko as a discourse is a shared space for consciousness in living
together as a nation in the same country in order to bring into redity the "diversity
in unity' in knowledge and social practice. This discourse expresses the idea going
to be brought into reality, both politically and culturally, in the development
process of the nation and country, namely: being Indonesian. Batik art is
familiarly regarded as one of the Javanese cultural products. However, batik in its
development has been a sufficiently important part of Indonesian ndional culture
which Indonesian people can be proud of with various types of manifestation
owned by each of the regions which produce it. It implies that batik art can be

comprehended as a reflection of the insight of Bhinneka Tunggal Ika in the efforts
of building a solid collective bond and diversity itself to head a cultural unity of
the people. Bhinneka Tunggal lka as a discourse expressed through batik can be
said as the manifestation of intersection of diversity by mutually giving
recognition of the existence of the other people to build the hanrrony and

conformity of the cultural life space of Indonesian people in a unity.
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